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About This Game

Long Night: Alone I break is the first episode of a three episodes season. The next episodes will be released in the next
few months

Concept

Long Night is a Third Person Survival-Horror video game series which aims to reconnect with the atmosphere of its ancestors,
the old classics from the 90's and early 2000

With this game Trickster Face wants to put Lurking Fear back to the center of the gaming experience, rather than pure action
sustained by an escalation of noisy special effects.

Here we have no shot guns nor giant monsters, but simply David, a youngster who can only count on your pugnacity and your
instinct, to survive, and save his friends.

Synopsis

This black tale takes place in an American holiday camp next to a forest, at the end of a summer in the nineties.
The heroes are a group of four teenage friends, accustomed to meet there every year. Spending their last evening together telling

horror stories for fun, they find themselves plunged into a nightmare, bringing their most secret anguishes to life, tormenting
them. All of a sudden everyone is on his own. During the night David will try to find and help his friends, but doing so, he will

have to face worse than the fear that pursues him.
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Features:

- Take control of your environment, keep the balance of your mental state to run and hide from your nemesis

- Resolve enigma to understand the intimacy of the 4 teenagers and become the wall between them and their fears.

- Explore Long Night camp to discover great side quests, giving better understanding of the background.

- Choose to play with Old School (without checkpoints and interaction icons) or Modern Gameplay (with all the help you want)

Warning:

Long Night is rated 17+ M for mature by ESRB for the following content

Violence
Blood

Sexual Themes
Nudity
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Title: Long Night
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Trickster Face
Publisher:
Trickster Face
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP 32 Bit

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8600 GT, ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

English,French
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I would have liked this game, but:

CON:
- *AWEFUL* controls:
  movement with arrow key, jump with space,
  1-2 plane switch with *MOUSE BUTTON* <--- holy bull sh!t !!!!!!
- no manual control config
- no controller support

PRO:
+ nice simplistic art style. Great concept, but lost out to Guns of Icarus. If there were anyone else to play with, this would be a
lot of fun.. What is wrong with this game??
Everytime it went on loading screen, my two monitors will went blink like it was restarted and then messed up for a seconds.. I
didn't expect much but there are so many objects to interect in this game.. I remember when this flash game was free off of
Pixel Jam's website and I played the crap out of it in 9th grade. So I thought it was cool that they were revisiting this classic and
bought it.

But it turned out to be essentially the same thing but with diagonal shooting. Nothing is different about it, at all, aside from that.
According to Gamma Bros' steam page it's been out for nearly two years now in this state, so I can't be confident that anything is
going to change for a considerable amount of time.

For that reason I wouldn't reccomend spending money on this (a game that used to be free) until the price goes down or it's on
sale or they actually update it... (which they probably won't)
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An incredibly satisfying ending to a great trilogy, though some things do feel abit rushed; namely the characterization of Black
Magic, who seems incredibly bipolar after the first game. Still, I really enjoyed the ending and how my decisions carried
through to the end.. i like easy poser more but artpose is ok for now helps me with my drawing gets the job done 7 out of 10. I
discovered Dyna Bomb with the other game from 7 Raven Studios, Ghost Sweeper.

Ghost Sweeper is great, but, Dyna Bomb is great too. I really enjoyed to play this platformer game with this awsome design. 7
Raven Studios is very talented and I will keep an eye on them to be able to catch their next games.. Well if you like getting zero
cards when going head to head or getting beat by a 2-6 off suit that over bets by 500% on no cards played yet....than this game is
for you. No one in their right mind -- unless they are just in a game to give away money to the poor would bet on 80% of these
hands (which they will win..because they hardly deal cards to your character.
Played now for about 20 hours--non pro setting -- which may be the problem.

Lets say the lay out cards are 8, Q, 10, 4, 9 \/ and you have A, J hold cards....they will win with a pr of 4's...the lowest cards
possible - and I raised on the flop...hoping for a straight or high pair. They stayed in with 4 and 7 off suited. ...WOW...who in
their right mind unless they are card counters, cheats or getting signals from the dealer at the table.

Software needs refinement...way too stupid - pure chance on any hand you get what so ever...high bets or no bets do nothing
better. I will get a streak of 10 hands in a row, but win on a high card Ace....which I was just trying different things - blinds
were 50\/100...just over betting to see what they did. Showed cards, etc., whomever wrote the software has no clue about a real
hand at a real poker table...just playing pure luck of anything.
On the train - played over 200 hands against 4 players. When down to the last one...I was up $5000. Blinds 200\/400 If I would
bet low on a good hand - he would fold. He would try and bully the hand - raise before flop. With my guy hardly getting even
suited cards ...much less anything else to play -- for about 15 hands. He just took control..playing hard without anything. Could
not win against him no matter what.. The best game I've played in years.. This game is the best game i have ever played. But it
lacks the memes, so I cannot recommend it to anyone. If there was some more blazin w33d then I could send out the invites.
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